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the smart fortwo coupe and the smart fortwo cabrio

The two best ways to get into town

Y

ou’ll only find unusual solutions by asking unusual questions. “Open your
mind” is all about questioning the status quo and seeing it as offering challenges, rather than imposing boundaries. The smart brand follows this philosophy, with each model embodying a departure from convention. The
smart fortwo coupé and the smart fortwo cabrio follow a new direction from established small car concepts.
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the smart fortwo coupe and the smart fortwo cabrio

The two best ways to get into town

W

ith high levels of comfort, functionality and safety, the smart fortwo
coupé and cabrio are great fun to drive. Thanks to a host of unique
features and finely developed technology, these cars offer a standard
of refinement far superior than expected in a small car. You feel it as
soon as you pull away: the smart fortwo range is brimming with zip. The high-tech
turbocharged engines are lively and the transmission offers optimized gear-change
sequences. When you’re not in such a hurry on longer trips, you can set the optional
cruise control to your desired speed. You can take hill starts in your stride too, thanks
to hill start assist, which prevents you from rolling backwards when you transfer
your foot from the brake to the accelerator.
Whether you choose the coupe or the cabrio, the pure, the passion or the Brabus,
you’ll soon wonder how you lived without it. With the smart fortwo you can run
around town all day without feeling exhausted by the end of it. Plus, if you ’re driving a smart fortwo cabrio, you can even make the most of the sun too. Despite their
distinctive design, the smart fortwo coupé or the smart fortwo cabrio are as diverse
in character as the people who drive them. Have fun discovering the right fortwo
for you.
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The smart fortwo coupé

The smart fortwo cabrio

The wide-opening doors of the smart fortwo coupé invite you to
climb in. The high, comfortable seats give you excellent all-round
vision. You’ll be surprised by the spacious interior – there’s more than
enough room for your weekly shopping in the luggage compartment – and this extends even further when the passenger seat is
folded forward. By now you’ll have realized that you’re driving the
perfect city car. With a turning circle of just 8.7 meters the smart
fortwo coupé is maneuverable and agile. It is economical, has extremely low running costs and very low depreciation. Not only are
they great to drive, they also offer outstanding design and safety
too, with the tridion safety cell in black and silver. The coloured body
parts – we call them bodypanels – are made of high-quality plastic.
This means that they are flexible, resist minor knocks, don’t rust and
look good for a long time.

Maybe it’s the way your hair blows in the wind, or simply because
the world always looks better in the sunshine: smart fortwo cabrio
drivers always turn heads. The touch of a button is all it takes to open
the tritop convertible roof. Decide for yourself how much sun you’d
like: from partly opened to total cabrio. Simply remove the roof bars
and store them neatly inside the tailgate. Whether it’s sunshine or
showers, you’ll always feel bright. That’s because you’re driving the
least expensive cabrio in the world. You’ll enjoy the highest level of
comfort as well as extra safety. The smart fortwo cabrio combines
all the safety features on the city-coupé, and with its high strength
steel roll-over bar, it’s just as solid a proposition.
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smart options and accessories

not exactly essential, but nice all the same

Bodypanels
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The smart fortwo’s two-colour design makes it immediately obvious that it’s no ordinary car. It’s all down to the unique combination of the tridion safety cell and
the high quality plastic bodypanels. These allow you to mix and match the colours
of your smart fortwo all you want. You can even opt for a complete change of colour scheme. And in the event of damage, individual bodypanels can simply be replaced. This is quicker and much less expensive than with conventional cars, which
entails replacing and repainting an entire section.

smart Options
The smart fortwo coupé and smart fortwo cabrio already include a high level of
equipment as standard, but there is still scope to tailor your smart fortwo by adding
special features and accessories from our range of factory fitted optional equipment. The option packages offer greater value for money by combining a selection
of complementary options together.
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1 - Matte Black Finish Air Vent

3 - Sports exhaust with heat shield

Give your smart car a bit of the Ultimate look. Select a set of Genuine
BRABUS Air Vent Flaps in an unpainted Matte Black Finish.

The sports exhaust with centrally positioned double pipe looks so
good, it will take your breath away. Banish the winter blues with
heated driver and passenger seats. Two temperature settings for
added convenience Sound package enhances the sound quality
of your stereo.

2 - smart radio five, CD player, RDS, high power,
CD changer controller
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With CD player and FM radio with RDS. When a CD is inserted, the
optionally available 6 compartment CD-changer can be controlled.
High power output, with acoustics and design adapted to the smart.
Optional connections for the sound set, CD-changer and provision
for hands-free telephone. Antitheft device with numerical code.
Sounds good, doesn´t it?

4 - CD organizer
Simply attach to the vertical console and up to 4 compact discs
can share the ride.
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smart options and accessories

not exactly essential, but nice all the same

smart Accessories
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From the bicycle rack to the sound system, smart accessories represent the ultimate
in fun and convenience. You never know what’s around the corner, smart accessories cover all contingencies – from new additions to the family to fresh snow on the
roads. It’s up to you what you wish to take on board. Would you like more comfort
for your feet, more stowage space, a new colour for your smart – or everything at
once? You’ll find the complete smart accessories program in the current accessories
catalogue.
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1 - Front spoiler

3 - Seat organiser bag

With the front spoiler your smart will have sportiness written
all over it.

The organizational whiz that’s at home both in the office and
on the back seat. The bag is sturdy, flexible and reliable, and can
be fixed to the seat.

2 - iPod car kit
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With thousands of songs in its repertoire. Simply connect via
plug&play. The volume and sound can be controlled conveniently
via the smart audio system.

4 - Sun blind for glass roof
An adjustable sun blind for those days when the sun gets just
a little too hot.
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Ecology

Actually they’re all green

A

t smart, we are continually questioning established practices and coming
up with innovative solutions. smart environmental policy is geared to ensuring that DaimlerChrysler’s guidelines on the protection of the environment and the conservation of energy and natural resources are applied in
uncompromising manner. These guidelines play a crucial role in all our considerations. From vehicle development through production in smartville to the recycling
of many components. smart is more than a car. smart is about a specific outlook on
life. Whether in scratch black or lite white – essentially, every smart is green. All outsourced parts and components are developed and built in accordance with uniform
ecological criteria. Instead of waiting for the problem of taking back and dismantling
vehicles for subsequent recycling to come to us, we tackle it during the development phase.

Design for environment
Sky blue and sunset red. smart™ comes in the brightest colours. Is
it all just show? Not at all. Even in the development phase smart™
gmbh sets great store by the use of eco-friendly parts. The ecological requirements are laid down in a whole string of specifications.
And for smart™ gmbh it is essential that their system partners take
these requirements just as seriously.
Developing individual parts that meet ecological criteria is a
long-term challenge. Where scope for optimization is identified,
the knowledge gained flows directly into the development effort.
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Harmful substances like lead, chromium, mercury and cadmium
are barred from the production process from the outset, while PVC
is avoided almost completely.
The whole development process is tracked by an ecological control system specially created to monitor compliance with the strict
regulations. All directly and indirectly involved development teams
are an integral part of this system which has been certified to ISO
14001 on the Böblingen site by external inspectors since 1997.

For more information
smart Canada
98 Vanderhoof Avenue
Toronto, Ontario
Telephone:1-800-387-0100
www.thesmart.ca

